The influence of optical excitation intensity on the electrical, ferroelectric and pyroelectric properties of ferroelectric-semiconductor-composites was investigated. For this purpose, composite thin films consisting of poly(vinylidene fluoride-co-trifluoroethylene) and 10 vol % (Cd:Zn)S particles with a thickness of 34 µm were fabricated. The samples were used to measure the absolute pyrocoefficient and to determine the relative pyroelectric depth profile using Laser Intensity Modulated Method. It was shown that a polarization of the samples without an optical excitation at the utilized relatively small peak-to-peak voltages could not be verified by the Sawyer-Tower circuit and the measurement setup of the pyroelectric coefficient, respectively. Both remanent polarization and pyroelectric coefficients increased with increasing optical excitation intensity during poling as well as increasing peak-to-peak voltage. The pyrocoefficient shows a temporal decay in the first hours after poling. The specific heat and thermal conductivity or the thermal diffusivity are required for the calibration of the pyroelectric depth profile. Rule of mixture and photo-acoustic investigations proved that the thermal properties of the utilized composites do not differ significantly from those of the pristine polymer. Based on the pyroelectric depth profile which is proportional to the polarization profile, the existing "three phase model" has been extended to generate a replacement circuit diagram, explaining the local polarization due to the optical excitation dependency for both local resistivity and local field strength.
Introduction
Ferroelectrics made of polymers are characterized by advantageous compared to their ceramic competitors due to their low processing temperatures, large electrical resistivity, and their high mechanical flexibility. They are of particular interest for engineering flexible electronic devices such as energy harvesting systems, memory devices and sensors [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] . A specific example of this type of material is poly(vinylidene fluoride-co-trifluoroethylene) P(VDF-TrFE), which exhibits a well-ordered, polar, and ferroelectric β-phase structure [10, 11] . For a TrFE content in the range of 20-45 mol %, P(VDF-TrFE) crystallizes directly in this ferroelectric β-phase, independent of processing routes or post-treatment procedures [12] . In addition, the solubility of P(VDF-TrFE) in various solvents makes Finally, one of the composite foils, subsequently referred as sample 1, was fixed on a transfer aluminum foil to minimize the mechanical stress between each polarization and pyroelectric measurement step resulting from the required movements between these two experimental setups. Another composite foil, subsequently referred as sample 2, was bonded to a special circuit board with well-defined electrical contacts, which was adjusted to the Laser Intensity Modulated Method (LIMM)-setup in order to characterize the pyroelectric depth profile.
Electrical, Ferroelectric and Pyroelectric Properties
The electrical and ferroelectric properties of the composite samples were investigated by performing I-V and polarization measurements using the experimental setups described in [28] . This setups were supplemented by an optical excitation source in terms of a LED (LXML-PB01-0023, LUMILEDS, Amsterdam, Netherlands) with a central wavelength of 470 nm and bandwidth FWHM of 20 nm. Using a power control unit (Laboratory Power Supply PS 2403d, Voltcraft, Wernberg-Köblitz, Germany), the intensity of the LED was adjusted between 0 and 12 mW/mm 2 for sample 1. For sample 2, the maximum light intensity was limited to 8 mW/mm 2 because of the special circuit board with its well-defined electrical contacts resulting in larger distance between the LED and the sample foil. Before each measurement, the optical power at the respective central wavelength was set using a power meter (S130VC, Thorlabs, Dachau/München, Germany). An optical density filter (NE10A, Thorlabs, Dachau/München, Germany) was utilized to prevent an overload and was taken into account for the determination of the real power.
The ferroelectric hysteresis loops of the composite foils were recorded utilizing a Sawyer-Tower circuit at a frequency of 10 Hz and peak-to-peak voltages between 2.4 and 3.8 kV. The capacity of the reference capacitor was 1 µF. One polarization step consisted of 50 loops with a triangular high voltage. To investigate the influence of an optical excitation on the ferroelectric properties of the composite samples during the polarization loops, the intensity of the 470 nm LED was tuned from 0 to 12 mW/mm 2 (sample 1) and from 0 to 8 mW/mm 2 (sample 2), respectively.
An ac method [32, 33] was used to measure the pyroelectric coefficient of sample 1 (Figure 1a ). At a certain mean temperature T 0 = 28 • C, the sample temperature was sinusoidally modulated [T m (t) = T 0 + T ∼ · sin(2π f t)] with a frequency f = 23.5 mHz and an amplitude T ∼ = 1 K using a Peltier element (TEC1-12706, Roßmann Electronic GmbH, Dießen am Ammersee, Germany) controlled by a proportional integral differential (PID) regulator [17] . The pyroelectric current signal was amplified with a current-to-voltage converter (I/U converter). The 90 • out-of-phase component of the current with respect to T m (t) (i.e., in phase with temporal derivative dT m (t)/dt)) was measured with a lock-in amplifier. In order to ensure a homogenous temperature modulation of the composite sample during the pyroelectric measurement after each polarization step, the surface of the Peltier element and the whole composite sample as well as the transfer aluminum foil were covered with a thin silicon oil film (Silikon Öl B5, Silikon Profis, QUAX GmbH, Otzberg, Germany). Its optical transparency between 200 and 1000 nm allows the optical excitation during each polarization step between two pyroelectric measurement steps. In addition the silicon oil film prevents an increase of the sample temperature caused by the optical excitation. 
Characterization of the Pyroelectric Depth Profile
For pyroelectric materials, the depth profile of the pyroelectric coefficient and therefore the spatial polarization profile can be determined by the Laser Intensity Modulated Method (LIMM) illustrated in Figure 1b [29, 30, 34, 35] . The sinusoidally modulated intensity of a laser diode (λ = 685 nm) was used to irradiate the electrode of sample 2 in the frequency range from 10 to 10.4 × 10 5 Hz. This was performed for both sides of the foil to generate the pyroelectric depth profile across the whole sample thickness [30] . The modulated power absorbed in an electrode generates a thermal wave, which penetrates into the composite-film. The attenuation and therefore the penetration depth of these thermal waves decreases with increasing frequency. Resulting from the pyroelectric effect, the local temperature causes a pyroelectric response, which is a convolution of the pyroelectric coefficient distribution and the temperature profile across the sample. Consequently, the frequency and polarization profile dependent pyroelectric current between ground and top electrode was measured phase sensitive by a lock-in amplifier. The distribution of the pyroelectric coefficient p(z) and thus the polarization profile across the thickness P(z) of the sample can be approximated from the measured frequency dependency of the pyroelectric current I(ω) [30] , which is proportional to the reciprocal of the specific heat per volume of the sample material:
Here, refers to the specific heat capacity and is the mass density of the sample. Both values can be calculated for the composites from those of the components and their volume ratios by the rule of mixtures. With = 0.468 J g • K ⁄ and = 0.380 J g • K ⁄ for ZnS and CdS [36] and their densities of = 4.089 g cm 3 ⁄
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[38] follows • = 1.913 J cm 3 • K ⁄ and • = 1.83 J cm 3 • K ⁄ , respectively. Consequently, • of composites with up to 15 vol % (Cd:Zn)S differs from that of P(VDF-TrFE) with 1.99 J cm 3 • K ⁄ [39] by not more than 2%. Therefore, absolute values of the pyroelectric profiles of the various composites and the pristine copolymer which are recorded under equivalent experimental conditions in arbitrary units, can be compared directly. One subject of the current work was to investigate the influence of optical excitation of (Cd:Zn)S particles on the polarization behavior and thus the spatial polarization profile of the composite film. Since the composite sample itself and the absorption behavior of the electrodes and their positioning in the experimental setup remain the same between the polarization steps, the calculated polarization profiles are comparable to each other. Additionally, considering the measured remanent polarization of sample 1 and 2 and the global pyroelectric coefficient of sample 1, the measurement of the surface temperatures for an absolute calibration of the pyroelectric profiles is not required. The assignment 
Here, c s refers to the specific heat capacity and ρ s is the mass density of the sample. Both values can be calculated for the composites from those of the components and their volume ratios by the rule of mixtures. With c = 0.468 J/g·K and c = 0.380 J/g·K for ZnS and CdS [36] and their densities of ρ = 4.089 g/cm 3 [37] and ρ = 4.82 g/cm 3 [38] follows c·ρ = 1.913 J/cm 3 ·K and c·ρ = 1.83 J/cm 3 ·K, respectively. Consequently, c·ρ of composites with up to 15 vol % (Cd:Zn)S differs from that of P(VDF-TrFE) with 1.99 J/cm 3 ·K [39] by not more than 2%. Therefore, absolute values of the pyroelectric profiles of the various composites and the pristine copolymer which are recorded under equivalent experimental conditions in arbitrary units, can be compared directly. One subject of the current work was to investigate the influence of optical excitation of (Cd:Zn)S particles on the polarization behavior and thus the spatial polarization profile of the composite film. Since the composite sample itself and the absorption behavior of the electrodes and their positioning in the experimental setup remain the same between the polarization steps, the calculated polarization profiles are comparable to each other. Additionally, considering the measured remanent polarization of sample 1 and 2 and the global pyroelectric coefficient of sample 1, the measurement of the surface temperatures for an absolute calibration of the pyroelectric profiles is not required. The assignment of the pyroelectric current measured at the angular frequency ω to a point at a distance x r from the surface is determined by the thermal diffusivity D [30] :
Thus the photo-acoustic characterization was applied to compare the thermal transport in the composites and the pristine copolymer.
Photo-Acoustic Characterization of the Thermal Properties
Photo-acoustic (PA) methods like the photo-acoustic spectroscopy allow to detect that part of the absorbed light energy, which is converted into heat after optical excitation. For solids, the heat can be measured indirectly using acoustic sensors via the volume expansion of the bulk medium (piezoelectric detection technique [40] ) or of the surrounding atmosphere (gas-microphone). For the latter, the sample is placed inside a gas tight chamber with an optical transparent window. To minimize a distortion of the PA-signal caused by a background PA-signal from the PA-cell itself, fused silica (Infrasil 301, Heraeus, Hanau, Germany) was used not only as optical window material but also as a transparent construction material [41, 42] . Thus, scattered modulated excitation radiation passes the chamber wall without creating a separate PA-signal [43] . According to the theory of Rosencwaig and Gersho (RG-Theory) [44] , the sample properties can be determined from the intensity of a PA signal induced by the excitation with light modulated at a certain frequency. Here, the optical absorption length α −1 , the thermal diffusion length µ and the thickness of the sample d are of particular importance. In order to reveal the effect of the semiconductor particles on the thermal properties of the composite, samples with particle concentrations of 0, 0.1, 1, 5, 10 and 15 vol % were analyzed based on our previous study [28] . Thus, in contrast to the LIMM measurement various samples with different optical properties were utilized [28] . To avoid the influence based on these different optical properties by e.g., different transmission or scattering, gold layers with a thickness of ∼ 200 nm were deposited by sputtering. This also excludes the influence of different transmitted parts of the light energy between the individual samples due to small fluctuations of the gold layer thickness. Beyond, the photo-acoustic measurements of the composite samples are not dependent on their optical properties. This is due to the fact that the gold layers act as optically opaque samples, which were heated up by the absorbed part of the modulated light intensity with a certain frequency. Since the gold layer is the same for all samples, the PA-signal amplitude (SA) between the composite samples is only influenced by their thermal properties. According to the RG-theory, the thin sputtered gold layer of d G = 200 nm with an optical penetration depth of α −1 G < 200 nm [45] and high thermal diffusion lengths µ G = sqrt2·κ G /ω·ρ G ·c G (µ G = 160 µm for 1500 Hz and µ G = 90 µm for 4500 Hz with c G = 132 J/(kg·K) [46] , ρ G = 19.3 g/cm 3 [46] and κ G = 317 W/(m·K) [47] ) fulfills the special case of an optically opaque and thermally thin solid (α Figure 2b ) on a thermally thick composite substrate [44] . In this special case, the SA depends on the thermal properties of the substrate, which are represented by the composite samples with different volume fractions of semiconductor particles [44] :
Here, µ Gas refers to the thermal diffusion length of the surrounding gas and G is a constant of the utilized PA-setup. On the basis of µ Gas = 2·κ Gas /ω·ρ Gas ·c Gas , which depends only on ω, the factor µ Gas ·G remains the same under the same measurement conditions, regardless of the sample at a certain frequency. In this way, at a certain frequency SA is determined only by the thermal properties of the substrate where κ S is the thermal conductivity of the sample:
Consequently in this special case, the PA-measurements can be used to determine whether the particle concentration has an influence on the thermal diffusivity D S of the samples in comparison to the pristine P(VDF-TrFE) 70/30, for which D S = 1.09·10 −3 cm 2 /s [39] . The specific PA measurements were carried out using an experimental setup described in [48] (Figure 2a ). This setup was supplemented by a polished brass cylinder (4 mm thickness, 8 mm diameter, Figure 2b) , placed inside the photoacoustic cell to decrease the volume of the gas tight chamber resulting in an increased SA. The chopper (MC 2000, Thorlabs GmbH, Dachau/München, Germany) used for light modulation was set to frequencies f = 1500 Hz and f = 4500 Hz, respectively. Considering the thermal properties of pristine P(VDF-TrFE) 70/30, the first one allows the detection of the thermal properties of the composites up to a higher thermal diffusion length µ S = √ 2·D S /ω around 5 µm without influencing the thermal properties due to the polished brass cylinder. In order to ensure no influence due to thermal properties of the polished brass cylinder and to confirm the results of the first PA measurements, the second PA measurements with f = 4500 Hz and therefore a thermal diffusion length µ S of around 2.7 µm were realized. . The specific PA measurements were carried out using an experimental setup described in [48] (Figure 2a ). This setup was supplemented by a polished brass cylinder (4 mm thickness, 8 mm diameter, Figure 2b ), placed inside the photoacoustic cell to decrease the volume of the gas tight chamber resulting in an increased SA. The chopper (MC 2000, Thorlabs GmbH, Dachau/München, Germany) used for light modulation was set to frequencies f = 1500 Hz and f = 4500 Hz, respectively. Considering the thermal properties of pristine P(VDF-TrFE) 70/30, the first one allows the detection of the thermal properties of the composites up to a higher thermal diffusion length = √2 • ⁄ around 5 µm without influencing the thermal properties due to the polished brass cylinder. In order to ensure no influence due to thermal properties of the polished brass cylinder and to confirm the results of the first PA measurements, the second PA measurements with f = 4500 Hz and therefore a thermal diffusion length of around 2.7 µm were realized. Figure 3 shows the I-V characteristics of both samples. The graphs indicate very similar electrical properties up to an excitation intensity of 2 mW/mm 2 . Figure 3 shows the I-V characteristics of both samples. The graphs indicate very similar electrical properties up to an excitation intensity of 2 mW/mm 2 .
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Results
Electrical and Ferroelectric Properties
The hysteresis loops of the polarization P of sample 1 in dependence of the electrical field E with different optical excitation intensities at the wavelength of 470 nm are shown in Figure 4 . The hysteresis curves are displayed as measured, i.e., leakage currents were not subtracted. In combination with the supplementary measurements of the pyroelectric coefficient and the polarization profile (LIMM), the polarization of the composite can be clearly demonstrated. In contrast to the pristine polymer with a high crystallinity, for all electric field amplitudes used here, a polarization hysteresis of the composite cannot be observed without an optical excitation. This behavior can be explained by several effects. On the one side, the (Cd:Zn)S-particles decrease the volume fraction of the crystalline β-phase and their high resistivity causes a reduction of the electric field in the polymer matrix. On the other side, the stabilizing effect with regard to polarization of the crystalline β-phase and therefore of the entire sample due to the compensation polarization of the amorphous phase of P(VDF-TrFE) based on its polarizability, as well as the contributions from dipoles nearby, decrease with increasing particle concentration [49] . Therefore, it is possible to realize homogenous samples that have no ferroelectric hysteresis without optical excitation in a specific range of the electrical field. Moreover, Figure 4 shows that optical excitation not only influences polarization in the sense of an on/off behavior. It can also be utilized to adjust the degree of polarization via the strength of the optical excitation. As illustrated, the polarization hysteresis increases with increasing optical excitation for all utilized peak-to-peak voltages from 2.8 to 3.4 kV (Figure 4) .
Between each polarization step in Figure 4 , the sample had to be demounted from the experimental polarization setup followed by installing into the pyroelectric setup ( Figure 1a ) and vice versa. Therefore, the pure influence of the electrical field strength was determined for sample 1 at an optical excitation intensity of 8 mW/mm 2 separately (Figure 5a ). In this way it was ensured, that no change of the optical excitation conditions or the measurement setup in general could take place. Furthermore, the additional implementation of the polarization setup in the setup for the determination of the pyroelectric coefficient p allows to measure its temporal behavior directly after polarization. However, this combined experimental setup was limited to a fixed optical excitation intensity, since a necessary permanent control of the optical powersetting could not be achieved experimentally. Similar to the well-known behavior of ferroelectric polymers with no optical dependency like pristine P(VDF-TrFE), the hysteresis loop increases with increasing voltage (here at a peak-to-peak voltage from 2.4 to 3.8 kV) at an optical excitation intensity of 8 mW/mm 2 ( Figure 5a ). In contrast to the normal linear or sublinear increase of the hysteresis loops and the remanent polarization with increasing peak-to-peak voltage up to a saturation, a non-linear dependency has been determined with an overlinearly increasing remanent polarization (Figure 5b ). This relation can be explained by the influence of the leakage current on the polarization hysteresis, which were detected by the Sawyer-Tower circuit. These leakage currents can result in a more extended hysteresis loop with an overlinearly increasing remanent polarization. This explanatory approach is supported by the increasingly non-linear behavior of the I-V characteristic of sample 1 (Figure 3a ) with increasing voltage. Consequently, it can be assumed that the superlinear increase of the photocurrent with higher voltage is also valid for the utilized polarization peak-to-peak voltage range of 2.4 to 3.8 kV, resulting in a non-linear part of the leakage current during the polarization process. This allows the explanation of the non-linear relation between the measured remanent polarization and the peak-to-peak voltage (Figure 5b ), but has to be confirmed by the measured pyroelectric coefficient in Section 3.2, which should be a linear or sublinear function of the utilized peak-to-peak voltage. 
Pyroelectric Properties
In Figure 6a , the pyroelectric coefficient p is illustrated as a function of the optical excitation intensity measured for sample 1 polarized at different peak-to-peak voltages. After each polarization step, sample 1 was transferred to the pyroelectric measurement setup with the help of a transfer foil. To ensure a complete thermal adaption of the sample to the temperature of the Peltier element, a certain period of time has been waited for. This time window of approximately 15 min in total (transfer and thermal adaption) ensured that no additional temperature modulation due to temperature adjustment occurred. The pyroelectric coefficient p exhibits a dependency of the optical excitation intensity as well as of the utilized peak-to-peak voltage similar to the polarization measured with the hysteresis loops (Figure 4) . Thus, a more or less linear correlation of p to optical excitation intensity as well as to peak-to-peak voltage exists. A comparison of the values of p in Figure 6a ,b with the same optical excitation and peak-to-peak parameters reveals that the values of p in Figure 6b are slightly higher than the values of p in Figure 6a . The main difference between these two measurements was the time delay between poling and the measurement of the pyroelectric coefficient p. As already mentioned, the peak-to-peak voltage dependent polarization of sample 1 during optical excitation with 8 mW/mm 2 were performed directly using the pyroelectric measurement setup to prevent demounting and its associated disturbance. This eliminates the need for a transfer between the experimental setups of polarization and pyrolectric coefficient, and thus reduces the time delay by about 10 min. This temporal decay of the pyroelectric coefficient p could be confirmed for several optical excitation intensities and a peak-to-peak voltage of 3.4 kV at a time delay of 24 h in contrast to the common delay of 15 min. (Figure 7a ). The detailed temporal decay of the pyroelectric coefficient p was determined with the combined measurement setup, which implements the polarization setup into the pyroelectric ones. This facilitates a more detailed recording of the decreasing pyroelectric coefficient p immediately after the polarization step. Figure 7b shows the exponential decrease and reveals an almost constant behavior after 24 h (p = 25 µC/(m 2 ·K)).
In Figure 6a , the pyroelectric coefficient p is illustrated as a function of the optical excitation intensity measured for sample 1 polarized at different peak-to-peak voltages. After each polarization step, sample 1 was transferred to the pyroelectric measurement setup with the help of a transfer foil. To ensure a complete thermal adaption of the sample to the temperature of the Peltier element, a certain period of time has been waited for. This time window of approximately 15 min in total (transfer and thermal adaption) ensured that no additional temperature modulation due to temperature adjustment occurred. The pyroelectric coefficient p exhibits a dependency of the optical excitation intensity as well as of the utilized peak-to-peak voltage similar to the polarization measured with the hysteresis loops (Figure 4) . Thus, a more or less linear correlation of p to optical excitation intensity as well as to peak-to-peak voltage exists. A comparison of the values of p in Figure  6a ,b with the same optical excitation and peak-to-peak parameters reveals that the values of p in Figure 6b are slightly higher than the values of p in Figure 6a . The main difference between these two measurements was the time delay between poling and the measurement of the pyroelectric coefficient p. As already mentioned, the peak-to-peak voltage dependent polarization of sample 1 during optical excitation with 8 mW/mm 2 were performed directly using the pyroelectric measurement setup to prevent demounting and its associated disturbance. This eliminates the need for a transfer between the experimental setups of polarization and pyrolectric coefficient, and thus reduces the time delay by about 10 min. This temporal decay of the pyroelectric coefficient p could be confirmed for several optical excitation intensities and a peak-to-peak voltage of 3.4 kV at a time delay of 24 h in contrast to the common delay of 15 min. (Figure 7a ). The detailed temporal decay of the pyroelectric coefficient p was determined with the combined measurement setup, which implements the polarization setup into the pyroelectric ones. This facilitates a more detailed recording of the decreasing pyroelectric coefficient p immediately after the polarization step. Figure  7b shows the exponential decrease and reveals an almost constant behavior after 24 h ( = 25 µC (m 2 ⁄
• K)). . Pyroelectric coefficient of sample 1 in dependency of (a) optical excitation intensities at different peak-to-peak voltages and of (b) peak-to-peak voltages at an optical excitation intensity of 8 mW/mm 2 measured with a combined Sawyer-Tower and pyroelectric coefficient detection setup. Figure 6 . Pyroelectric coefficient of sample 1 in dependency of (a) optical excitation intensities at different peak-to-peak voltages and of (b) peak-to-peak voltages at an optical excitation intensity of 8 mW/mm 2 measured with a combined Sawyer-Tower and pyroelectric coefficient detection setup. Figure 8 shows the relative PA signals of the composite samples with particle concentrations from 0 to 15 vol % as a function of time. The curves are normalized to the absolute PA signal of the pristine polymer sample (0 vol %) at 1500 Hz (Figure 8a ). It becomes evident that there is a maximum difference in the signal amplitudes of the various samples of about 15%. As known, the SA decreases with increasing frequency [44] , but also at f = 4500 Hz the relationship between the composite samples and pristine polymer remains the same ( Figure  8b ). This means on one hand that at the utilized frequency of f = 1500 Hz the brass cylinder has no further influence on the thermal behavior of the experimental system except for the reduction of the PA cell volume. On the other hand, the samples seem to be homogenous in the considered thickness range (5 µm for 1500 Hz and 2.7 µm for 4500 Hz). This is confirmed by the low SA of the pure brass cylinder without a sample, which is only 10% of the pristine composite sample (Figure 8) . No systematic correlation between the PA-signal strength and the particle concentration is observed. The differences in the PA-signal amplitudes between the samples may be caused by sample-specific It becomes evident that there is a maximum difference in the signal amplitudes of the various samples of about 15%. As known, the SA decreases with increasing frequency [44] , but also at f = 4500 Hz the relationship between the composite samples and pristine polymer remains the same ( Figure  8b ). This means on one hand that at the utilized frequency of f = 1500 Hz the brass cylinder has no further influence on the thermal behavior of the experimental system except for the reduction of the PA cell volume. On the other hand, the samples seem to be homogenous in the considered thickness range (5 µm for 1500 Hz and 2.7 µm for 4500 Hz). This is confirmed by the low SA of the pure brass cylinder without a sample, which is only 10% of the pristine composite sample (Figure 8) . No systematic correlation between the PA-signal strength and the particle concentration is observed. The differences in the PA-signal amplitudes between the samples may be caused by sample-specific It becomes evident that there is a maximum difference in the signal amplitudes of the various samples of about 15%. As known, the SA decreases with increasing frequency [44] , but also at f = 4500 Hz the relationship between the composite samples and pristine polymer remains the same (Figure 8b ). This means on one hand that at the utilized frequency of f = 1500 Hz the brass cylinder has no further influence on the thermal behavior of the experimental system except for the reduction of the PA cell volume. On the other hand, the samples seem to be homogenous in the considered thickness range (5 µm for 1500 Hz and 2.7 µm for 4500 Hz). This is confirmed by the low SA of the pure brass cylinder without a sample, which is only 10% of the pristine composite sample (Figure 8 ).
Thermal Properties and Pyroelectric Depth Profile
No systematic correlation between the PA-signal strength and the particle concentration is observed. The differences in the PA-signal amplitudes between the samples may be caused by sample-specific surface roughnesses in the nm-and µm-range, which lead to variations of the reflectance and therefore also of the absorption of the thin gold layer [50] . Within the experimental precision of the performed PA experiments there is no significant difference in the thermal transport properties of the utilized samples with (Cd:Zn)S particle concentrations between 0 and 15 volume %. This applies in particular with regard to the required accuracy of the thermal properties for the LIMM measurements, due to the relatively broad thermal scanning function [30] .
In Figure 9a the ferroelectric hysteresis of sample 2 for a peak-to-peak voltage of 3.4 kV is shown. Similar to sample 1 (Figure 4) , at this peak-to-peak voltage no polarization is detected without optical excitation. Hysteresis is observed under illumination and the hysteresis loops become wider with increasing optical excitation intensity. The maximum remanent polarization P r of about 2.4 µC/cm 2 is achieved with an optical excitation intensity of 6 mW/mm 2 . There is no essential change in the shape of the hysteresis curves when the optical excitation intensity is further increased to 8 mW/mm 2 . After each polarization process a waiting time of 24 h was inserted to ensure that the pyroelectric coefficient and its profile have reached steady state (see Section 3.1, Figure 7b ) before LIMM measurements were performed. surface roughnesses in the nm-and µm-range, which lead to variations of the reflectance and therefore also of the absorption of the thin gold layer [50] . Within the experimental precision of the performed PA experiments there is no significant difference in the thermal transport properties of the utilized samples with (Cd:Zn)S particle concentrations between 0 and 15 volume %. This applies in particular with regard to the required accuracy of the thermal properties for the LIMM measurements, due to the relatively broad thermal scanning function [30] .
In Figure 9a the ferroelectric hysteresis of sample 2 for a peak-to-peak voltage of 3.4 kV is shown. Similar to sample 1 (Figure 4) , at this peak-to-peak voltage no polarization is detected without optical excitation. Hysteresis is observed under illumination and the hysteresis loops become wider with increasing optical excitation intensity. The maximum remanent polarization of about 2.4 µC cm 2 ⁄ is achieved with an optical excitation intensity of 6 mW/mm 2 . There is no essential change in the shape of the hysteresis curves when the optical excitation intensity is further increased to 8 mW/mm 2 . After each polarization process a waiting time of 24 h was inserted to ensure that the pyroelectric coefficient and its profile have reached steady state (see Section 3.1, Figure 7b ) before LIMM measurements were performed. LIMM measurements were performed from both sides of the sample (in Section 2.3). Based on the results of the photoacoustic measurements, the data of specific heat capacity and thermal conductivity of the pristine polymer have been used for the evaluation of the profiles. A smooth assembly of the two profiles from each side is achieved in a distance of 19 µm from each side, i.e., for an assumed thickness of 38 µ m. The discrepancy of 4 µm to the real thickness of the sample is caused by the broad thermal scanning function in the middle of the sample [30] . The pyroelectric depth profiles, normalized to the real thickness of 34 µ m, obtained after poling under illumination are shown in Figure 9b . No pyroelectric activity was recorded after the poling step without optical excitation. All depth profiles show a maximum pyroelectric coefficient at the sample side which was exposed to optical excitation during the polarization process (0 µ m). The maximum is very close to the sample surface for an optical excitation intensity of 2 mW/mm 2 and shifts slightly away from the surface for higher intensities and amounts to approximately 2 µm for 6 mW/mm 2 and 8 mW/mm 2 . From these maxima the pyroelectric activities decreases in the direction towards the bulk of the film. At the non-illuminated sample side the polarization depth profiles look similar for all optical excitation intensities. They show a drop over a distance of about 6 µm and a reversal of the sign over further 5 µ m.
It was not possible to measure absolute values of the pyroelectric coefficient as sample 2 was mounted on the special circuit board for LIMM measurements (see chapter 2.1). Nevertheless, on the LIMM measurements were performed from both sides of the sample (in Section 2.3). Based on the results of the photoacoustic measurements, the data of specific heat capacity and thermal conductivity of the pristine polymer have been used for the evaluation of the profiles. A smooth assembly of the two profiles from each side is achieved in a distance of 19 µm from each side, i.e., for an assumed thickness of 38 µm. The discrepancy of 4 µm to the real thickness of the sample is caused by the broad thermal scanning function in the middle of the sample [30] . The pyroelectric depth profiles, normalized to the real thickness of 34 µm, obtained after poling under illumination are shown in Figure 9b . No pyroelectric activity was recorded after the poling step without optical excitation. All depth profiles show a maximum pyroelectric coefficient at the sample side which was exposed to optical excitation during the polarization process (0 µm). The maximum is very close to the sample surface for an optical excitation intensity of 2 mW/mm 2 and shifts slightly away from the surface for higher intensities and amounts to approximately 2 µm for 6 mW/mm 2 and 8 mW/mm 2 . From these maxima the pyroelectric activities decreases in the direction towards the bulk of the film. At the non-illuminated sample side the polarization depth profiles look similar for all optical excitation intensities. They show a drop over a distance of about 6 µm and a reversal of the sign over further 5 µm.
It was not possible to measure absolute values of the pyroelectric coefficient as sample 2 was mounted on the special circuit board for LIMM measurements (see chapter 2.1). Nevertheless, on the basis of the LIMM measurements, the relative pyroelectric coefficients of the sample polarized under the different optical excitation intensities can be compared. After poling under optical excitations of 6 and 8 mW/mm 2 , almost identical LIMM signal amplitudes have been detected for a modulation frequency of 10 Hz at which the sample is heated uniformly, regardless of whether the front or rear side was irradiated. This indicates that the pyroelectric coefficient is the same. Furthermore, the pyroelectric depth profiles determined by LIMM-measurements are almost the same for samples polarized under these two optical excitations (Figure 9b ).
Discussion
In the present study, the electrical, ferroelectric and pyroelectric properties of composite films with 10 vol % (Cd:Zn)S particles dispersed in P(VDF-TrFE) have been investigated with respect to the influence of an optical excitation during poling. It was observed that optical excitation causes electrical conductivity which increases with intensity ( Figure 3 ). On the time scale of the experiment the current and thus the conductivity of the composite changes immediately, i.e., without recordable time delay after the optical excitation is switched on or off (Figure 3a) .
Furthermore, the photoconductivity depends non-linearly on the applied voltage, which particularly becomes evident (in sample 2) for higher excitation intensities exceeding 6 mW/mm 2 . The discrepancy in the I-V characteristics might be the result of a slightly inhomogeneous dispersion of the particles, which causes different conductivities. This was also observed in our previous work [28] , where only two instead of four layers of composite films were used to prepare the samples (chapter 2.1). Nevertheless, the use of more than two layers allows the reduction of the conductivity with the same semiconductor particle fraction of 10%. The non-linear I-V characteristic under photo excitation, especially at higher voltages, may be related to carrier hopping and/or tunneling effects occurring at semiconductor-or metal-polymer interfaces [51] . However, the samples in the present study with a conductivity reduced by at least one order of magnitude when compared to our previous work [28] , show no polarization hysteresis (Figure 4) without optical excitation at the utilized peak-to-peak voltages. This dependence of the P-E hysteresis loops on the optical excitation intensity also results in an increase of the remanent polarization with increasing optical excitation ( Figure 10 ). As already known, the remanent polarization also depends on the maximum electrical field and increases with increasing peak-to-peak voltage (Figure 10 ). basis of the LIMM measurements, the relative pyroelectric coefficients of the sample polarized under the different optical excitation intensities can be compared. After poling under optical excitations of 6 and 8 mW/mm 2 , almost identical LIMM signal amplitudes have been detected for a modulation frequency of 10 Hz at which the sample is heated uniformly, regardless of whether the front or rear side was irradiated. This indicates that the pyroelectric coefficient is the same. Furthermore, the pyroelectric depth profiles determined by LIMM-measurements are almost the same for samples polarized under these two optical excitations (Figure 9b ).
Furthermore, the photoconductivity depends non-linearly on the applied voltage, which particularly becomes evident (in sample 2) for higher excitation intensities exceeding 6 mW/mm 2 . The discrepancy in the I-V characteristics might be the result of a slightly inhomogeneous dispersion of the particles, which causes different conductivities. This was also observed in our previous work [28] , where only two instead of four layers of composite films were used to prepare the samples (chapter 2.1). Nevertheless, the use of more than two layers allows the reduction of the conductivity with the same semiconductor particle fraction of 10%. The non-linear I-V characteristic under photo excitation, especially at higher voltages, may be related to carrier hopping and/or tunneling effects occurring at semiconductor-or metal-polymer interfaces [51] . However, the samples in the present study with a conductivity reduced by at least one order of magnitude when compared to our previous work [28] , show no polarization hysteresis (Figure 4 ) without optical excitation at the utilized peakto-peak voltages. This dependence of the P-E hysteresis loops on the optical excitation intensity also results in an increase of the remanent polarization with increasing optical excitation ( Figure 10 ). As already known, the remanent polarization also depends on the maximum electrical field and increases with increasing peak-to-peak voltage ( Figure 10 ). The pyroelectric coefficient recorded 15 min after the polarization process increases almost linear with the optical excitation intensity (Figure 6a ) as well as the remanent polarization from the hysteresis curves (Figure 11a ), confirming the observation in [28] , i.e., the observed widening of the hysteresis curves with increasing optical excitation is not caused by a leakage current [24] . For larger electrical fields (3.4 kV) the pyroelectric coefficient shows an additional slight increase when compared to smaller electrical fields (2.8 kV) at the same remanent polarization. Furthermore, a deviation from the almost linear relationship between the pyroelectric coefficient and the remanent polarization begins at peak-to-peak voltages exceeding 3.4 kV (Figure 11b ). This might be explained by the increasing influence of the photo excited leakage current on the polarization hysteresis at higher peak-to-peak voltages measured with the Sawyer-Tower circuit [52] . The pyroelectric coefficient recorded 15 min after the polarization process increases almost linear with the optical excitation intensity (Figure 6a ) as well as the remanent polarization from the hysteresis curves (Figure 11a ), confirming the observation in [28] , i.e., the observed widening of the hysteresis curves with increasing optical excitation is not caused by a leakage current [24] . For larger electrical fields (3.4 kV) the pyroelectric coefficient shows an additional slight increase when compared to smaller electrical fields (2.8 kV) at the same remanent polarization. Furthermore, a deviation from the almost linear relationship between the pyroelectric coefficient and the remanent polarization begins at peak-to-peak voltages exceeding 3.4 kV (Figure 11b ). This might be explained by the increasing influence of the photo excited leakage current on the polarization hysteresis at higher peak-to-peak voltages measured with the Sawyer-Tower circuit [52] . The observed (nonlinear) dependence of the conductivity on the optical excitation intensity and the external voltage amplitude may be caused by space charge regions inside the material, similar to space charge limited currents in semiconductors and electrets [53] . Here, charge carriers are injected into the material during the poling process [54] . Thus, the composite is in a thermodynamically metastable state immediately after polarization, which is not stable with time (Figure 7) , because the additional charge carriers rearrange or diffuse out of the material under short circuit conditions [54] [55] [56] . This results in a decrease of the measured pyroelectric coefficient, since the space charge regions initially lead to an increased polarization. This additional pyroelectric term disappears after the diffusion of the additional charge carriers out of the sample or after their recombination (Figure 7) . Subsequently, the pyroelectric coefficient remains almost constant (Figure 7 ). For this reason, the LIMM measurements were performed 24 h after the polarization, in order to characterize the steadystate condition and to avoid a temporal change of the pyroelectric profiles during the LIMM measurement (see chapter 3.3).
The pyroelectric depth profiles resulting from poling under optical excitation (Figure 9b ) in combination with the results obtained for the I-V characteristic, the P-E hysteresis loops, the remanent polarization, and the pyroelectric coefficient are in accordance with predictions from the "three phase model" presented in [28] (Figure 12a) . Furthermore, the experimental results presented here allow an improvement of the model. This "three phase model" is based on two local effects inside the composite samples. Firstly, this is the enhanced electric field in the P(VDF-TrFE) crystal β-phase. Secondly, the (Cd:Zn)S photoconductor particles dispersed in the amorphous P(VDF-TrFE) allow an efficient transport of compensating charges to the interfaces with the P(VDF-TrFE) crystallites. This charge transport is directly controlled by the incident light. The observed (nonlinear) dependence of the conductivity on the optical excitation intensity and the external voltage amplitude may be caused by space charge regions inside the material, similar to space charge limited currents in semiconductors and electrets [53] . Here, charge carriers are injected into the material during the poling process [54] . Thus, the composite is in a thermodynamically metastable state immediately after polarization, which is not stable with time (Figure 7) , because the additional charge carriers rearrange or diffuse out of the material under short circuit conditions [54] [55] [56] . This results in a decrease of the measured pyroelectric coefficient, since the space charge regions initially lead to an increased polarization. This additional pyroelectric term disappears after the diffusion of the additional charge carriers out of the sample or after their recombination (Figure 7) . Subsequently, the pyroelectric coefficient remains almost constant (Figure 7 ). For this reason, the LIMM measurements were performed 24 h after the polarization, in order to characterize the steady-state condition and to avoid a temporal change of the pyroelectric profiles during the LIMM measurement (see chapter 3.3).
The pyroelectric depth profiles resulting from poling under optical excitation (Figure 9b ) in combination with the results obtained for the I-V characteristic, the P-E hysteresis loops, the remanent polarization, and the pyroelectric coefficient are in accordance with predictions from the "three phase model" presented in [28] (Figure 12a) . Furthermore, the experimental results presented here allow an improvement of the model. This "three phase model" is based on two local effects inside the composite samples. Firstly, this is the enhanced electric field in the P(VDF-TrFE) crystal β-phase. Secondly, the (Cd:Zn)S photoconductor particles dispersed in the amorphous P(VDF-TrFE) allow an efficient transport of compensating charges to the interfaces with the P(VDF-TrFE) crystallites. This charge transport is directly controlled by the incident light.
The pyroelectric profiles with maxima of the pyroelectric coefficient close to the illuminated surface and its decrease into the bulk (Figure 9b ) illustrate the role of illumination during poling. The light intensity decreases from the illuminated surface into the bulk as described by Lambert-Beer's law and so does the photoconduction in the (Cd:Zn)S particles. Photoconduction enhances the local electric field in the P(VDF-TrFE) crystallites [24, 49] and facilitates poling. Furthermore, the charges generated by the photoconducting particles stabilize the polarization of the P(VDF-TrFE) crystallites. As a result the light intensity profile during poling is indicated in the resulting pyroelectric profiles. When the optical excitation intensity exceeds 4 mW/mm 2 photoconduction increases charge injection from the electrodes into the sample and the electric field in the P(VDF-TrFE) crystallites is no longer maximum at the illuminated surface. As a consequence the maximum in the pyroelectric profile is no longer located directly at the electrode surface but shifts inside the material (2 µm at an excitation intensity of 6 mW/mm 2 ). This is probably a result of strong local excitation of additional charge carriers at the sample surface. As a result the surface near region shows a strong increase in the conductivity, resulting in a shift of the maximum effective electric field into the sample. A further increase of the optical excitation intensity up to 8 mW/mm 2 results on the one hand in additional charge carriers. On the other hand, the global resistance of the sample decreases as seen in the drastically increasing leakage current (Figure 3b ) without any further increase in the local electric field. Consequently, the polarization profiles resulting from excitation intensities of 6 mW/mm 2 and 8 mW/mm 2 are almost identical.
The effect of carrier injection resulting in a locally increased electrical field inside a ferroelectric sample and the stabilization of this polarization due to space charge regions is well known from "thermally poled" Polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF) [57] . However, at "thermal polarization" the injection of carriers is realized by the poling conditions at high temperatures (>90 • C) and long periods of time (>1 s). This means the electrical and ferroelectric properties vary homogeneously over the entire thickness of the sample due to its homogeneous heating. As a consequence, the polarization profile of "thermally polarized PVDF" is usually symmetric, starting with a maximum in the center of the sample. This is obviously not the case with sample 2 used here (Figure 9b ), as the local resistivity is inhomogeneous over the sample depth due to the inhomogeneous optical excitation (Lambert-Beer's law) (Figure 12b ). Based on the "three phase model", this leads to an inhomogeneous and non-symmetrical pyroelectric and thus also polarization depth profile (Figure 12c ). The decreasing local conductivity with increasing distance from the illuminated surface (Figure 12b , R 1 < R 9 ) of sample 2 might also contribute to the change in sign of the local pyroelectric coefficient observed in a certain range of the sample thickness (from about 22 to 28 µm) (Figure 12b ,c, P 6 ). As a consequence of the non-linear I-V behavior and the decreasing local conductivity with increasing sample depth (Lambert-Beer's law) additional injected charge carriers remain in a certain depth of the sample (in the range of 25 µm) after switching off the polarization voltage. Starting from this space charge zone, there is an inverse polarization direction in comparison to the originally applied external electric field [58] . These space charge accumulation is certainly spatially limited and its local field strength is much smaller than the initial external electric field, so that the polarization direction is reverted only over a small thickness range [58] . Figure 12 . Schematic illustrations of (a) the extended "three phase model" that bases on [28] , (b) the resulting replacement circuit diagram with it's optical excitation intensity dependency for both, the local resistivity of the sub-composite consisting of amorphous P(VDF-TrFE) and (Cd:Zn)S semiconductor particles (R1 < R2 <… < R9) as well as the local polarization of the crystalline β-phase (P1 < P2 < P3 < P4 < P5 < P6 > P7), and (c) the resulting polarization profile over the sample thickness under large optical excitation conditions.
Conclusions
The electrical and ferroelectric properties of composite films consisting of 10 vol % (Cd:Zn)S particles in a P(VDF-TrFE) matrix have been investigated regarding the influence of different optical excitation intensities at a central wavelength of 470 nm during poling. Pyroelectric measurements confirmed, that the poling of homogeneous composites is not possible without optical excitation at the utilized (comparably) small peak-to-peak voltages. In addition, it was shown that the degree of polarization can be adjusted by the intensity of the optical excitation in combination with the applied electric field. Polarization depth profiles obtained from LIMM measurements allow a qualitatively improved extension of the previously described "three phase model" [28] , with the approach of spatially dependent conductivity and polarization. This is not only important with regard to a refined explanation model that results in a potential replacement circuit diagram. It also demonstrates the use of optical excitation by a laser as an additional tool to realize and control particular polarization distributions in films with a semitransparent electrode that extends over the entire sample surface. Future studies based on the extended "three phase model" may offer the possibility of a targeted modulating of polarization profiles by optical excitation.
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